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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
“Cyber threats” are widely reported in the media nowadays. But do we really know what are
these cyber threats? This programme will enable participants to appreciate the reality of cyber
threats and scale of potential damage due to cyber-attacks. Through video lectures and
quizzes, participants will not only understand areas of vulnerabilities that could be exposed to
cyber-attacks but be able to develop the best practices of cyber hygiene to manage cyber
exposure. Various cyber hygiene case studies will be shared and analysed culminating in an
examination of a phishing attack and how one can defend against it. This programme also
covers the cyber hygiene practices detailed in MAS Notice No.132-Notice On Cyber Hygiene
and the Data Loss Protection Guidelines For Insurance Agents, jointly issued by LIA and GIA.

FOR WHOM
•

Those who wish to gain foundation knowledge in what Cyber Hygiene is.

•

Insurance intermediaries who wish to know about cyber threats and developing
sound cyber hygiene practices.

•

All who wish to learn more about cyber threats and cyber hygiene practices.

This course is meant to enable insurance agents to gain an understanding of cyber threats and
good cyber hygiene practices. However, it is not a compliance course to teach agents on how to
adhere to the relevant regulatory guidelines.

COURSE OUTLINE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber
Cyber

Threats
Vulnerabilities
Hygiene and Management
Hygiene Notice & Data Loss Protection Guidelines
Hygiene Case Studies

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of the course, participants will be able to:
•

Appreciate that cyber threats are real and the scale of potential damages due to cyber attack.

•

Understand areas of vulnerabilities that could expose us to cyber-attacks we should be aware of.

•

Understand the growing cyber vulnerabilities due to the impact of Covid-19.

•

Identify the best practices of cyber hygiene to manage cyber exposure.

•

Discuss the six cyber hygiene practices covered under MAS Notice 132 and Data Loss Protection
Guidelines for Insurance Agents.

•

Discuss the various cyber hygiene case studies and understand how we can manage cyber threats in our
day to day applications.

•

Understand the anatomy of a phishing attack and how we can defend against it.

COURSE DURATION
Course Duration: 3 hours
Assessment Duration: 0.5 hour
Assessment Format: 10 Case Studies
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STEP 05:

CLICK ON THE
COURSE TILE.
RECEIVE SMART CERTIFICATE.

After you fulﬁl the course attendance requirement and pass the assessment, you will receive an
email advising on how you can access your SMART certiﬁcate.
The SMART cert will provide the details of your CPD hours.
Please provide your full name as in your NRIC/Passport at the time of registration.
Three-month access period to complete is given from the date of registration/payment.
Any changes to be made to the SMART certiﬁcate once issued will be chargeable.
The contents of all courses are copyrighted to SCI.

TECH SUPPORT HOTLINE: 6303 4666 (DID)
MON – FRI (9AM TO 5PM)
Company-sponsored individuals (SC/PRs) from ﬁnancial institutions (Fls) pay net course fees as indicated. In addition, under the
new IBF Training Allowance Grant, Fls can receive S$15 per training hour after these employees complete training in IBF
recognised courses. With the exception of licensed agents or representatives (i.e. ﬁnancial advisors, traders, insurance agents,
remisiers) representing a legal principal entity, FTS funding is not claimable for all other self-sponsored individuals. The licensed
agents or representatives will pay course fees net of enhanced course fee subsidies and the IBF Credit, subject to the prevailing
grant cap for FTS.

PROGRAMME FEE

Gross Fee : S$100.00
Gross Fee (with 7% GST): S$107.00
Net Fee : S$12.00 (incl. GST & after 95% grant) (5% of S$100 + 7% of S$100)
(Applicable for company-sponsored individuals (SC/PRs) from ﬁnancial institutions and licensed agents or
representatives (i.e. ﬁnancial advisers, traders, insurance agents, remisiers representing a legal principal entity)
Other self-sponsored individuals: S$107.00*
Overseas Participant: US$74*
*No funding for Overseas Participants and other self-sponsored individuals.
SCI will clawback the 95% ie. S$95.00 should the participant not meet any one of the following completion
requirements:

COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS
1. Fully complete all the contents.
2. Score at least 75% for the 10 Case Studies at the end of the course within the three-month access period from
the time of registration.

TRAINING ALLOWANCE GRANT
The Training Allowance Grant (TAG) can only be applied for by the company that sponsored the participant only
after the participant fulﬁls all the completion requirements.
Click here for more details

SMART CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
A Smart Certiﬁcate of Completion will be issued within 4 working days, once all the course
requirements are fulﬁlled, including passing the assessment.

OTHER COURSES UNDER SCI ONLINE GLOBAL CLASSROOM:
•

Fundamentals of Cyber Risk Management and Insurance

•

Development and Future of Motor Telematics

•

Fundamentals of Risk-Based Capital Regulatory Regime (Life and Non-Life)

•

An Overview of Risk-Based Capital Development in Singapore

•

RBC Advance – Valuation, Changes and Applications of RBC2 Framework in Singapore
(Life and Non-Life)

•

IoT Fundamentals and Uses in Insurance

•

Personal Data Protection Act and its Impact to the Insurance Industry

•

Fundamentals of Enterprise Risk Management for Life Insurance

•

Fundamentals of Blockchain and Uses in Insurance
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